SPAIN WILL NEVER BE REPUBLICAN

(The terms Spain and Democracy / Republic are antagonistic)

1. Spain will not be a democracy nor, consequently, a democracy in the form of a Republic; because its genesis and
essence is the product of the political concretion of the imperial Hispanic monarchy based on the systematic conquest
and occupation, followed by a continuous cultural deconstruction of the peninsular and insular peoples: in 1496 (Canary
Islands), 1519 (Valencian Brotherhoods) , 1520 (Comuneros of Castile), 1652 (war of the Segadors in Catalonia), 1707
(Aragón and València), 1714-1716 (Catalunya) and 1715 (Mallorca), conquests embodied in decrees that were ratified in
the Spanish Constitution, dynastic, liberal and centralist, from 1812, where the term 'Spanish nation' appears for the first
time, linked to its imperial essence as it is defined as: “Article 1: The Spanish Nation is the meeting of all Spaniards from
both Hemispheres” (sic) and that the successive constitutions until the current one, passing through the republican one
of 1931, are heirs. The last military conquest, which was the National Crusade ’of 1939, affected all the peninsular and
insular towns as a whole.
2. The natural state of Spain is the monarchy and its ephemeral republican periods - despite the centralist and imperial
assumption of the Spanish republicans upon assuming the Spanish nation ’that appeared in 1812 - an exception.
3. And even at that exceptional and ephemeral stage, the undemocratic essence of the Spanish people appeared
crudely at two moments when the results of the democratic elections were not respected: in 1934 because of ones and
in 1936 because of the others.
4. Spain will never be republican because Spain / its indissoluble unity / and its monarchy are united and inseparable
and, because the Republic, capable of becoming democratic, could endanger the unity of the so-called ‘Spanish nation’.
5. Consequently, the terms of Spain and the Republic are antagonistic.
6. The Spaniards (defined in point 7) are centralists, monarchists and,in fact, subjects of the Crown.
7. Spaniards (not to be confused with Castilians, Catalans, Andalusians, Basques, Asturians, etc.) are the people who
voluntarily –with emotion or indifference– join the Spanish Nation (common and indivisible homeland of the Spaniards) or
the Kingdom of Spain or 'Spanish people' or Spain or Spanish State; a State that preaches and tries to build, not without
difficulties, a Spanish national identity ’. The rest of the people of this State are by legal imperative.
8. The term Spain has been definitively hijacked by the imperialists and dynasties. The republican, peninsular and insular
democrats, we have to avoid its use.
9. Within the Spanish State, the Democrats and consequent Republicans (those who bring the Republic to institutions suffering
repression, imprisonment or exile) do not consider themselves Spanish.
10. Calling yourself 'republican' and not consistently fighting against the '78 regime and the imperial state that is Spain, it is a
scam by the so-called 'Spanish republicanism'. They are those who, upon joining the Spanish nation ’, in fact become‘ dynastic
and imperialist ’.
11. Republicans from all over the State, Democrats and fighters against the 1978 regime, have to join the only truly existing
republicanism: that of the peoples.
12. Today this republicanism is led by the Catalan republican independence movement.
13. Anyone residing in Catalonia who calls himself 'republican' and does not support the Catalan Republic, free and sovereign,
is an ambushed Spanish dynastic and is part of the 5th column, in favor of the '78 regime.
14. We do the same reasoning for those who are called ‘republicans’ in the Valencian Country. Anyone residing in the Valencian
Country who calls themselves' republican 'and who does not work and fight to win the Valencian Parliament for the republican
cause and proclaim (as the Catalans try to do) the' Republic 'and that here can only be' Valencian '-free and sovereign-, is in
fact a Spanish dynastic (remember dynastic = Spanish) ambushed and disguised as a republican.
15. And to finish one last observation. If the historical contingency forced the Spanish oligarchy to dispense with its monarchy
and assume a republic, this, we affirm, due to being Spanish, would not be democratic, because as we have tried to
demonstrate, the terms Spain and Democracy are antagonistic.
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